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Harappans and the Rigveda: Points of Convergence

• India now claims to have two great ancient cultures:

• One is the Early Vedic , i.e. Ŗigvedic culture, the other is

the Harappan civilization

• Both are now two glorious chapters of the ancient Indian

history and archaeology, dealt with separately



Irony of history

But , what an irony that the Ŗigvedic culture has a great
intellectual personality, but no physical form,
archaeologically speaking, hence only nāma- seşa &
yaşas-seşa

While the Harappan has a physical form but no ‘real’

name, and as such still smarting under the
pseudonyms as Indus, Harappan or Indus-Sarasvati, as
tentatively and arbitrarily designated by the
archaeologists, hence only, rūpa-seşa but anāmikā



none of the archaeological assemblages has so far
been incontrovertibly identified with the Ŗigvedic period,
on the one hand, nor the identity of the builders of the
Indus civilization could be yet known, on the other.

There is another paradox that a group of experts (B.E.
Hemphill, J.R. Lukacs & K.A.R. Kennedy) has
convincingly demonstrated that there are only two
breaks in the anthropological record – first occurring in
around 4500 BCE and the second about 800 BCE,
this is however in relation to a long cultural succession
that started around 7000 BCE at Mehrgarh.



Then where do the ‘so – called’ invading Āryans stand ?

Importantly, Indian cultural tradition claims a complete
continuity from Ŗigveda onwards. Nor otherwise the
Indian tradition ever talked of the Aryans coming from
outside. Conversely, the later literature often talk of the
some groups moving out from here.

Let us weigh the facts objectively, in relation to the
Harappans and then the Rigvedic society



The Harappan civilization is distinguished by

a long life (c.2500-1900 BCE )

a vast territory (c. 0.7 million km )



It is also notable for:

1. Attaining a high degree of sophistication

2. Amazing formalism in all creations

3. Standardization and utilitarianism

These attributes are well manifested in all spheres of
life such as :

Exquisite settlement planning
Monumental buildings
Impressive architecture
Water structures
Sanitation
Stamp seals



These attributes are well manifested in all spheres of
life such as :

Script
Weights and measures
Pottery
Arts: glyptic , terracotta, bronze , stone, etc.
Jewellery: gold, silver, copper ivory,-shell, bone,

clay, semi-precious stones, faience , steatite ,
etc.
Implements: metals, stone, shell, bone.

In addition to above, the Harappans had extended the
trade to far off countries such as Mesopotamia, Elam,
parts of Iran and Turkmenistan in Central Asia



Furthermore, it has now become obvious that the
Harappans entrenched themselves in selective areas
in Oman and UAE, possibly to obtain copper and
aromatic materials, which were in great demand in
Mesopotamia



For a long time, the Harappan civilization, however, remained
an isolated phenomenon with no known beginnings or known
end.

Thanks to the archaeologists, it is now abundantly clear that its
birth was a logical culmination of a long cultural process that
started from Early Farming stage (c.7000 to c.4500 BCE) and
passed through stages of Early Copper Age (c.4500 to c.3800
BCE), Chalcolithic economy of compact village phase (c.3800 to
c.3200 BCE), Early Bronze Age of proto-urban stage (c.3200 to
c.2500 BCE) and finally culminating into the Harappan civilization
(c.2500 to c.1900 BCE) which was consecutively followed by late
Copper/Bronze Age and Early Iron Age (c. 1200 – 600 BCE)
cultures, thus the sequence terminating on the threshold of the
Historical Era, without admitting of any gap in the cultural sequence
lasting about 6500 years



Let us pause for a while to state that the Āryan

problem assumed a new dimension with the
discovery of Harappan civilization in early 20s of
the previous century.

Sir John Marshall, the excavator of Mohenjo-daro,
called it pre – Vedic, pre - Āryan.

Sir R.E.M Wheeler went a step further by accusing
the Āryans as destroyer of that civilization on the
grounds which were subsequently rejected.

The question however remains unresolved, despite
theories galore.



The main argument in favour of the non-Vedic
character of the Harappans lies in the concept of
urban-rural dichotomy that is believed to exist
between the Vedic and the Harappan cultures with
regard to their respective life-style, economy and
thought.

The early Vedic Āryans, are generally depicted as far
less civilized or rather as barbarian equestrians, who
roamed about in Central Asia, the Iranian plateau and
even beyond before entering the Indus plains, where
they destroyed the prosperous cities of the non-
Āryans, known by their tribal / ethnic / community
names such as Dasa, Dasyu, Pani and Asura’ and so
on



It should be most worthwhile to recall that H.H. Wilson,
the translator of the Ŗigveda, expressed as far back as the
middle of the 19th century, seven decades before the
discovery of the Indus civilization, that the Ŗigvedic Aryans
were ‘the city - living people’, ‘manufacturing people’,

‘trading people’ and ‘maritime people’ .

Alas, had he been alive at the time of the discovery of
Harappan civilization, he would have declared that the
newly discovered civilization was Ŗigvedic !

Hereunder, on the basis of more indepth study, a different
emerges



A detailed study of Ŗigveda has emphatically
demonstrated, contrary to the general belief, that the
Early Āryans were not invaders, but were highly civilized
urban people as reflected in their

Geography
Settlements : Nature & Hierarchy
Structures : Nature & Hierarchy
Water structures
Mercantile activities
Maritime activities : Ships and shipping
Land routes & means of transport
Diversity in funeral practices & architecture and
related architecture



Geography

The Āryan land was bounded by the Himalayas (in the
north) and the sea (Arabian Sea) along with the Rasa
in the south (Rann of Kachchh, perhaps). X.121.4

It was configured by eight mountains, three deserts and
seven rivers. I.35.8.

The seven rivers, of course, comprised the five rivers of
Panjab, the Indus and the Sarasvati .



Geography

The Nadi-sukta mentions several
easterly rivers of Afghanistan and
Balochistan (X.75), as well as the
Yamuna and the Ganga of Doab. In
fact, it refers to atleast 19 rivers or
21 or 28 according to some.

This is the land of seven rivers
which Indra held X.49.9 by
conquering from the adversaries and
distributed it among his white-
complexioned friends (Āryan

friends). I.100.18

Furthermore, the text speaks
repeatedly of the near/upper/eastern
sea (i.e. the Arabian seaboard ) and
the distant/lower/western sea
(Persian Gulf and Oman Bay)
VIII.13.15 , IX.65.22, X.136.5.



Rigvedic field of activity is almost precisely co-terminus 
with that of Harappans;  It was never archaeologically 

unified either before or after the Harappans

Ŗigvedic Harappan



In urbanism, there needs to be settlements of different
nature, shapes, sizes and necessities. True to it, a
variety of terms indicating different kinds of settlements
occur pointing to a hierarchical order as follows :

Pur: dŗļhā, adhŗşţā, āyasī, patŗ, śatabhuji, pŗthvī, mahī,
ūrvī,bahulā , saubhagā, işa , gomati, nārmiņī , śubhrā , bhadrā,
śaradī, aśmanmayī, and so on

Śarman: dhātu śarman, tridhātu śarman, tridhātu varūthya

śarman śaraņa

Varūtha: varūthya, trivarūtha, trivarūthya protected by
defences, sometimes triple

Dhātu, tridhātu: single, sometimes tripartite settlement

Settlements : nature & hierarchy 



Sadhastha, trişadhastha: single sometimes tripartite  
settlement

Chhardis / chchhardis :   protected with ramparts

Durga / duryoņa / durya:

Vraja: probably, herdsmen’s settlement 

duly protected 

Vŗijana: probably, a protected cantonment/
garrison establishment 

Mahāgrāma: a large village

Grām: a village 

Settlements : nature & hierarchy 





There prevails a general perception that the invading Āryans

destroyed numerous established forts and
settlements, called ‘purs’, of their adversaries, as if they built
themselves none.

Information culled from the Ŗigveda shows the situation was
just the contrary .

There are 27 adjectives qualifying purs, belonging to both the
Āryans and their predecessors.

Most significantly 15 of them qualify Āryan purs and only
11/12 to the adversaries, while the two stand for purs of gods
and mortals (devatrā and martyatrā)

In a very important verse gods are invoked ‘to make purs
metal strong and impregnable’



Agni is invoked to grant 'ample and spacious pur and
land which are auspicious for offspring and sons,
(I.189.2), to protect against iniquity or injury with a
hundred purs (VI.48.8), or with a hundred protective
purs (VII.16.10) or with immense magnificence and
with a hundred āyasī purs. (VII.3.7) Agni is also
propitiated to be a śatabhuji pur for protection.



Elsewhere, Maruts are asked to defend with hundred-
armed purs against damage or destruction (I.166.8).

Agni posses incessant opulence and dwells in a dŗlhā
pur.

There is a reference to ‘a welfare king whose valiant
men are settled in purs and śarmans as firmly as
woman is bound to her husband’ (I.73.3)

There is mention of persons living in towns
(IX.107.10), (VI.2.7)



Syena or Indra was protected ‘by one hundred ayasi
purs’

Maruts are asked to defend with hundred-armed purs
against damage or destruction

Agni is propitiated to be a satabhuji pur for protection

It is also said, ‘they who invoke thee (Agni) possess
incessant opulence (and) dwell in a drlha pur



There are allusions to purs such as narmini, saubhaga,
subhra, bhadra, mahi, isa and gomati. Significantly,
Indra is called purpati, the lord of cities who possesses
‘all the cities as a husband does his wives’ (I.173.10).
He is, therefore, requested ‘to be saviour and protector.’
He is addressed: ‘O Indra, our manliest Aryan chief,
lord our cities’

Agni is compared to ‘a welfare king whose valiant
men are settledn in purs and sarmans as firmly as
woman is bound to her husband’ (most probably,
these two terms point to two different divisions of a
settlement).



Paura is the term for a townsman. Soma is called a
paura at more than one place (II.11.11).



A poet of the Atri family bears paura as the name. in a
curious hymn, the word paura occurs three times, each in
the singular form of nominative, accusative and dative
cases (VII.52.1), (II.28.5), (V.66.4)

Pur-destroying aspect of Indra and some other gods as
purańdara, purohan, purām bhetŗ, etc have often been
quoted whereas the other epithets like purańdhi,
purańdhri, purah sthāŗ and a few others which are
antonyms of the previous ones are seldom mentioned or
understood.











Śāradī pur, differently interpreted, is to me a planned
settlement furnished with streets, lanes and by lanes which
are mentioned as āpathis, vipathis, antaspathās &
anupathās (V.52.10)

One verse, dedicated to Visve Devāh requests to make a
cattle-enclosure protected by guards, to fabricate armour
plentiful and broad and to construct purs metal- strong
and impregnable (X.101.8)





Structures : nature & hierarchy 

As is expected in an advanced urban society there should be a
wide range of structures depending on diverse functions and thus
showing a hierarchical order in them. In ŖV, too, we find several
general or specific terms for homes and houses or settlements
such as :

Gŗha
Dan
Dama
Dhāma/Dhāman

Kşaya

Okas
Vasati
Niveşana

Nīļa



Some other terms denoting specific kind of dwellings are
dur, duroņa, duryoņa, duroka & durya

Most significant are the following :

harmya I.121.1;-166.4; V.32.5; VII.55.6; 56.16; - 76.2; VIII.5.23.
IX. 71.4; - 78.3; X.46.3; - 73.10; - 114.10

sadman

sadana

Sadas

sańsad



Of a special importance is sadman when it shows some of its
simple or elaborate forms as

sadman VII.18.11, IX.92.6, IX.97.1, V.23.3, IV.1.8

şukra-sadman VI.47.5

prasadman

dhīrgha-sadman V.87.7

svāduk-sadman I.31.15

Plethora of general as well as specific terms , possibly
sometimes of synonyms, for a wide range of structures surely
emphasize that ŖVc society was no way nomadic and
primitive, but was a highly stratified, and also a multi-dialectal.





bhojasye dam 
puşkariņiva veśma

devamānena nirmitā



Sabha, Samiti and Vidatha

were important politico-social institutions for which,
particularly

the first one, there may have been a special structure in
which official

business transactions as well as games were carried out by
the elite.

We are not going to discuss them as a lot has been written
about them.



Water structures

“ May the waters that are in the sky, or those that flow (on the earth), those
(whose channels) have been dug, or those that have sprung up
spontaneously, and those that seek the ocean, all pure and purifying, may
those divine waters protect me here (on earth) VIII.49.2

H.H. Wilson.

Following are some of the water bodies, natural or artificial mentioned
in ŖV

kupa
saras
utsa
utsadhi
banda
budhnya
prithu-budhnya
kabandha / kavandha
puşkara

puşkariņī

These exclude rivers









Mercantile Activities

Most significantly, different deities presiding over a range of
diverse social, economic,

religious, (ritual included) activities were conceived, for
example Aśvins, sometime

together with Uşas, for marine navigation; Puşan for animal
herds as well as paths, roads,

even highways; Ŗibhus for skilled crafts like carpentry and so
on; Agni for rituals;

Vastoşpati for architecture structures, Indra for war and
victory, Yama and Yāmāyana

priests for death and mortuary practices and monuments



There occur many significant terms concerning economy and
economic administration

artha for wealth (VII.63.4; X.29.5)

avyaya for capital investment (VIII.86.2)

bhāga for share that is contributed towards
investment or obtained as profit (VIII.86.2;

VIII.79.6;
X.11.8; VIII.36.6)

gratha for capital invested in business (VII.6.3)



There occur many significant terms concerning economy and
economic administration

ŗiņa for loan (VIII.47.17)

śulka for custom or octroi tax, even for price (VII.82.6; VIII.1.5)

bali, for tribute to superior authority, king or god (VIII.89.9)

savita & vitta for wealth or money (V.80.3);(VII.42.2)

samvidāna for agreement or contract between two parties

vasna for value, cost or weight (IV.24.9; VI.47.21)



There is an interesting case of wrangle over the price of a sold item (IV.24.9)
Avikrita means an unsold item.

In a verse, the price of lndra, obviously of an image of him, is proposed at ten
cows.

Elsewhere, there is reference to ten kośas and to ten hiraṇyapiṇḍas (VI.47.23)

In another instance (VI.47.17), a gambler laments for paying back his loan
(samnayamasi) in parts of 1/16th - a kalā, and 1/8th - a śapha, (XIX.57.1) of a
standard value.

Satapatha Brahmana (III.3.2.6.1-6) defines the standard should be as hiranya
(or suvarna) at par with the price of a milch cow, and gives fractional divisions
as :

kalā = 1/16th

śapha = 1/8th

pada = 1/4th

ardha(gavardha) = 1/2nd

suvarna = 1
Obviously, it is sexadecimal (binary) system which was followed by the Harappans and
was prevalent in India in respect of money and weights till 1958 before the metric system
was introduced .



We have seen earlier that a seller is not ready to sell (image of )
Indra as par the value of 10 cows, elsewhere (VIII.1.5) a person
does not want to settle price(śulka) again for Indra even for
100(śata), 1000 (sahasra) or 10,000 (ayuta). The term for
1,00,000 was niyuta

Obviously from 10 onwards system becomes decimal and the
same is seen in the context of the Harappan system of weights .



Sea voyages are often mentioned as pratara (VI.47.7) and prataraņa VII.54.2.
Rigvedic people seem not only very much familiar with the sea and its phenomena but also
undertook sea voyages

A sea to them was a samudra or arnava and sea vessels are samudrih navah which are
mostly mentioned in connection with Asvins who usually moves in a fleet of three elaborate
ships each fitted and furnished with

aritra, some times as many as (figuratively) hundred oars or feet I.116.5;
I.116.5; X.63.10; X.101.2

three masts called bandhura / skambha / stambha
I.34.2; VII.69.2; VIII.5.28; VIII.22.5;
VIII.74.8; IX.74.8; IX.62.17

each mast with three sails I.34.1, figuratively mentioned as swans with golden
wings, (IV.45.4) as birds), (VII.69.71; I.116.4; I.184.4), made of snow –white , white,
golden or brown cloths

ropes rajju /raśmi VII.69.7

wheels chakra/pavi X.41.1

A ship of Ashvins is called to be a considerably large mansion elaborately constructed
as floating in the sea. Their ships are said to be propelled effortlessly by wind

probably used for rolling up 
and loosening sails or 
anchors

Maritime activities : ships & shipping



The other watercrafts are :

tari X.69.7

taraņi III.29.13VII.26.4; VII.32.9;
VII.67.8-20;VIII.49.8

prataraņi V.46.1

plava a large raft I.182.5

Druņ perhaps a raft logs or a small hollowed out canoe
VIII.85.11

Prataraņi, seems to be a guards-carrier

Tarani, fitted with sails, may be a river-vessel (VII.67.8),
carrying provisions (VII.32.9) for the local people (VII.24.4)



References are to

‘the wealth coming from the sea’, IX.97.44. ‘ships of the
sea’, I.25.7.

‘sea voyages undertaken in search of glory’, I.48.3.

‘profit’. I.56.2;IV.55.6.

The story of Bhujyu points out that shipwreck in the sea
were usual I.116;I.119;I.182.5-
6;VI.62.6;VII.68.7;X.65.12,etc.

Elsewhere, Vasistha is shown swinging in a ship in the
midst of an ocean. VII.88.3. Thus, the acquaintance with
the seas and seafaring of the Aryans is well attested



There are highly technical terms like niyana (passing over
with carriage or anchoring), parayana (sailing abroad),
sannana (commissioning), avartana (homeward journey) and
nivartana (returning or reaching) in connection with sea faring

An earnest wish of a seafarer was:

‘May my going abroad be pleasant and may my return be
pleasant.’ (X.24.6)

Ŗigvedic Āryans were advanced mariners whose motto was;

‘May our ships embark to all quarters of the earth.’







Land routes & means of transport

Trade and commerce necessitates a viable network of
roads and better modes of transport.

The text speaks of roads going to far-away lands across
rivers, plains, deserts, mountains and high seas (X.63.15-
16).

In fact, that wealth coming from far-away lands (VIII.89.6;
VIII.34.28; VII.30.2) as well as seas (V.52.11; VII.6.7; V.75.3)
is solicited earnestly and repeatedly.

Prayers are offered to make going abroad pleasant and
homeward journey comfortable (X.24.6)



There were two kinds of roads : land routes and waterways; The
latter included both rivers and seas. All major rivers are called
nāvya, meaning fit for navigation

Pathin & adhvan are land routes (VI.12.3), sought to be full of
wealth (VII.42.2 VIII.72.6), to bring fortune (III.54.21; VI.4.8;
VIII.86.13), to be solid (X.108.6), straight (I.41.5), most pleasant
(VIII.90.10; IX.97.29), most proper (VII.64.3), well lighted (X.53.6),
free from thorns (I.41.4; X.85.23), and free from highwaymen and
enemies (I.41.4; X.85.32).

Better roads were called supatha (VII.62.6), and broad ones as
prapntha (X.17.4-6; I.166.9) which were wide enough for the
movement of men, cattle and vehicles (X.73.7; X.73.7; X.110.2)

Mahaspatha was a grand road, probably crossing over the entire
length or breadth of the land and perhaps even going beyond to
distant lands (II.24.7).

It should be such roads, which are continuous, unbroken (V.42.1) or
ideal for long journey (II.15.3).



Roads were measured (III.38.3) in yojana, (IX.7.1;
IX.102.3) probably denoting the distances, which a laden
cart covered in a day. Plausibly, the roads were marked
(II.15.3) with signs serving like milestones. (IV.40.4)

Wilson rightly holds that the roads were provided with
houses of refreshments (I.166.9) called svādu sansad
(VI.75.9) or svāduksadma. (I.31.15).

Watering places (prapā) were provided on a road passing
through a desert.

Puşan saves the travellers from all sorts of iniquities,
robbers, thieves, wild people and beasts.



Ratha and anas respectively stand for chariots and bullock carts, the
latter particularly those which were fitted with a pole, without a
triangular forepart. Those were most used means of transport of
men and materials (VIII.80.7; V.60.2; VI.62.10; VII.67.3; IV.30.10.11;
III.33.13).

Mention of śreņis or rows of chariots (IV.38.6) points to movement
of a community, an army or a caravans of traders .

There are references to horses, mules, mares and asses (I.30.18)
which bring back from the distant sea ample wealth (VIII.5.30;
V.76.5; V.68.8)

One is mentioned as going to the west for the acquisition of wealth
(I.124.7) while some were settled across the far sea (IX.65.22). In
this connection, attention may be drawn to westerly trade of the
Harappans, to a Meluhhan interpretor in Mesopotamia and to the
colonies of Meluhhan traders settled in Mesopotamia. Such
traders were frequently visiting Oman, Bahrain and Failaka, besides
Mesopotamia. Naturally, these contacts were possible primarily
by sea routes





Diversity in funerary practices and architecture

Some of the sepulchral forms, which the Harappans created, more diversely at
Dholavira, and also the mortuary practices that they may have followed, find their
corroboration, direct or indirect, in RV (X).14-19 in general and in the later Vedic
literature (YV.XIX.36-37,49-70; AV.XVIII; VS.XXXV; ŚB II.4.2, II.6.1, XIII.8.1-4)in
particular.

Ministrant priests were Yāmāyanas

Modes or disposal :

agnidagdha consumed in fire X.15.14;

anagnidagdha unconsumed by fire

gharma-sad urn burial X.15.9-10.

āchyā jānu dakşinato nişadya burial in crouched position X.15.6.

barhişad burial in an coffin of grass X.15.3-4

mŗiņmaya gŗiha burial in a box of clay

pile - up of earth over grave X.18.10-12.





Tumulus 1

30 m in diameter

3 m in height
Rock-cut chamber measures

3.60 m N-S  in length

1.90 m E-W in width

1.90 m         in depth

Ratio 2:1:1

It contained offerings consisting of 

jewellery & pottery.



Tumulus 2

22 m in diameter

3 m in height

Rock-cut chamber measures

4.60 m N-S in length

3 m E-W in width

Ratio 3:2

Depth ascertained only up to 1.80 m
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